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ABSTRACT

The imminent disruption of the modern paradigms of serialization, repetition and standardization, poses us a myriad of new questions 
regarding both the emerging aesthetics and the upcoming production means for a new architecture. Despite the canonic approach in which 
architects tend to invest, the public and private demand for mass housing production is increasing at an astonishing rate, requiring architects 
to rethink traditional— modern—strategies and to gain control over contemporary—digital—tools. This paper describes an academic research 
project focused on the implementation of such tools. Some related work is presented, emphasizing some of the approaches in parametric plan 
layout generation. And a case study is formulated in which the mass design of serially customized layouts is prepared to be solved through a 
beta plugin for Rhino – Grasshopper.
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Related Work

Many attempts have been made to generate plan and volu-
metric variations of a prototype design. During Negroponte’s 
experiments the idea of embedding intelligence into a com-
putation system was already being considered, and he sug-
gested this could be accomplished in two ways: first, “directly 
embedding knowledge” in the form of facts and methods for 
manipulation of those facts, and second, “to impart in the ma-
chines the learning process itself” (Negroponte, 1975, 35).

For Terzidis the term “computation” should only be used if the 
machine process is one of processing information through a 
set of rules, may they be numerical or architectural ones. In 
this sense, he argues that “the codification of design intention 
using scripting languages” might as well help us depart “from 
‘architecture programming’ to ‘programming architecture.’” 
(Terzidis, 2006, 12)

Some works have described previous experiments with pro-
gramming computation rule sets aiming specifically to gen-
erate variations in plan, facade or massing and that operate 
upon pattern generation, shape grammars, fuzzy logic mod-
eling, evolutionary strategies, genetic algorithms, etc. In any 
case, “the plan is a choice from a set of plan-variants gener-
ated by the model. In a more complex design situation sev-

eral (partial) models of the object to be designed generate, 
whether or not simultaneously, several sets of plan variants” 
(Bax & Trum, 2000). Another mechanism separates form from 
topology and translates space topologies into “spring forces” 
in a diagram generator (Arvin, 2002).

Yet another kind of experiment deals with user participation in 
the design process, such as Cheng’s decision support system, 
which merges both user decision and layout generation scripts 
(Cheng & Lee, 2005).

Putting aside non-pragmatic evaluations based on cultural on 
non-contextual grounds, the problem of layout generation is 
difficult to solve whether by embedding “intelligence” into a 
layout generator by means of constraints (Shaviv, 1986, 31) or 
by testing layout solutions after generation.

Case Study

This experiment is currently under development; it was de-
signed with a twofold objective.

First, it was devised as part of an educational approach in 
which undergraduate and graduate students were to be given 
the chance to formulate their own views on the mass housing 
issues—subjects such as variation in family profiles, mass cus-
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tomization, very low income customers, etc. Second, different 
programming strategies were discussed for problem formula-
tion before script programming. The student group was split 
into two teams. The first team has been doing extensive re-
search on mass housing solutions and industrialized construc-
tion and is developing a prototype unit design. The second 
group, made up of students with former programming experi-
ence and students trained in Rhino + Grasshopper, worked on 
specific scripting problems such as: list management strate-
gies, grid manipulation and grid cell tagging, stochastic gen-
erators, conditional loops, etc.

Plan generation uses three strategies: 1) clients provide input 
for program requirements either 1a) graphically or 1b) tabulat-
ed, 2) programs are automatically generated, and 3) program 
requirements are input manually. Due to time constraints and 
the complexity of developing a graphical interface, the graphi-
cal input option was discarded early on, in favor of the tab-
ulation option.  Automatic generation was divided into sub-
options: a genetic algorithm,  shape grammar, and structured 
aggregation.

Two development methods are being researched: plan to el-
evation, where the plan distribution precedes the façade gen-
eration (Fig. 1), and plan to 3D, where a general 3D model is 
derived from plan distribution (Fig. 2).

Two programming or scripting tools are being considered at 
this stage: Grasshopper scripting and Excel programming to 
Grasshopper.

Many difficulties are encountered in Grasshopper scripting. 
Grasshopper is not capable of executing conditional state-
ments and loops on its own. The generation process in Grass-
hopper thus involves the embedding of preset formal and re-
lational rules, or constrains. Excel allows more sophisticated 
generation, since conditional loops can be employed to check 
if certain relations meet given criteria; moreover, the reference 
criteria may be non-linearly dependent of other results in the 
process.

In both cases, the team decided to establish the plan genera-
tion as a unidirectional procedure, because it was understood 
that a bidirectional process would entail almost insurmount-
able processing burdens. So, in the development of a typical 
plan, once one room is set, and once it is evaluated as correct 
it will no longer change; instead, the program will proceed to 
the next room, and so on.

In Grasshopper, a typical sequence will be:
· Check living room area
· Choose facade dimension (typically X) and calculate depth 

(typically Y)

Figure 1. Plan to elevation development strategy
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· Place living room
· Tag all occupied grid cells and store them in a list
· Check room area
· Choose façade dimension
· Choose next free cell and place room
· Etc.

Constraints to elements assigned in this manner can be set 
through transformations applied to the grid such as altering 
the grid according to rules such as numeric series or propor-
tions or by morphing a base surface to which the grid is at-
tached.

But the scripts established as described will lack constraints 
imposed between contiguous rooms, such as

If a living room is contiguous to a room, place a door.

In this scripting strategy, the façade or the 3D massing will be 
generated after the plan. As a result, the evaluation of the fa-
çade in terms of solar incidence, for example, will not affect 
the room dimensions, as should be desirable. However, upon 
façade analysis, each building fenestration will be evaluated on 
the outside in terms of solar incidence, sound insulation needs 
and, from the inside, in terms of which kind of fenestration is 
needed in individual areas (room, living room, kitchen, etc.).

The team faced other issues upon designing the plan genera-
tor, such as weather to freely generate layouts or to pick par-
ticular layouts from a list. The option of freely generating lay-
outs implies that some testing mechanism should be applied 
after generation—for  example, testing if proper access to all 
rooms was obtained, or if improper space contiguities exist. 
We decided that devising testing mechanisms would be im-
mensely complex, and so it would be more effective to embed 
the “layout intelligence” into the plan generator.

A typical metacode is as follows:
· Pick a family program
· Check if a preset layout is present
· If preset layout is absent, randomly choose one
· Choose room 1 from the family program
· Apply preset rule and draw room 1
· Tag all occupied cells and add them to the cell list
· Choose room 2 from the family program
· Apply preset rule and draw room 2
· Tag all occupied cells and add them to the cell list
· Repeat this process as necessary

This is how a Grasshopper script behaves in the first tentative 
programs. In Excel another layer of complexity can be added, 
with some verification added after “placement” of all rooms is 
complete.

Figure 2. Plan to 3D development strategy
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For instance, a discontinuity found in supposedly continu-
ous lines can be corrected if a conditional loop is included 
after two rooms are “drawn”. Such verification can be made 
to obtain  facade or  corridor alignment and, in some circum-
stances, both. However, the process is not directly linked to 
the graphic output in Grasshopper, instead, a generated list 
of coordinates and parameters that is fed into Grasshopper 
drives the geometry.

The issue remains one of deciding which constraints to embed 
and which ones to run after layout. 

Conclusion

This is a project in development and, as such, very few results 
have yet been established. Besides having tested some prelim-
inary scripts using both  “embedded constraints” and cellular 
automata rules, the team still lacks further experimentation 
with topological diagrams for layout generation, which have 
already been experimented in projects such as Gen_House.

Some questions emerge. Can a generative plan script be de-
veloped that does not rely entirely on a prototype plan? How 
can formal and functional rules be reconciled?
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